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Iconic, Historic Macy’s Seattle
Building Gets Generator Upgrade

Customer Solutions

Macy’s department store in downtown Seattle occupies a prominent corner in the
city’s bustling landscape. This iconic and historic building has undergone a dramatic
transformation as the retail footprint has shrunk to make room for Amazon.
CUSTOMER:

This shift in use of space has required a

• Foundational improvements required

host of upgrades, including a substantially

thousands of pounds of rebar and concrete to

POWER SYSTEM:

larger generator that our power gener-

be added, further altering the footprint for the

500 kw MTU Onsite Energy Generator

ation team was tasked with providing.

new generator

Surveying the building and assessing its

• A freight elevator that was only capable of

needs was the easy part. Answer: An MTU

carrying 6,000 pounds

Macy’s
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2017

MTU 10V 1600 DS500

10V1600 DS500, capable of providing

The solution was to disassemble the generator

500 kw of power.

down to its engine, skid, alternator and tanks. Each

The difficult part was getting the unit and related

component was separately lowered, moved into

components three floors underground into a tight

position and reassembled. The entire process took

space that was significantly altered to adhere to

about a week.

more stringent building codes. The only way the

The underground location also required the team

new generator was going to get to its new home

of technicians to install a remote radiator and

was in pieces.

cooling system that is a floor above the generator.

“I’ve been doing this for 24 years

Once those connections were finalized, it took

and have seen maybe three or four

several days of testing to confirm the new system

projects that were this complicated,”

was operable.

said Mike Atchley, our project

Dmitry Kraskovsky, a member of our power

manager who oversaw the mission.

generation sales team, said the entire project

The impetus for the piecemeal

took a tremendous amount of time and detailed

approach was several factors.
• The upgraded MTU unit is bigger than the
older generator

planning to not only get the generator into position,
but to get it tested and running quickly.

